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SPORTS

Career development

A theater experience like no other

All-American weekend

David Weinman 15 proposes
additional methods for career
planning

Nick Auer 15 directs The
Breasts of Tiresias in out-ofthe-box setting

Track and field teams cap outstanding
indoor season with seven men and four
women claiming All-American honors

See Page 2
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Basketball falls to Trinity in
Sweet Sixteen matchup
A. 79:62 loss to NESCAC rival Trinity ended the best season in the
history of Bates basketball
JAMO KARSTEN
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Babson College’s Staake Gym¬
nasium was packed on Friday night,
where Babson was hosting a four-team
regional in order to determine one of
the four teams that would play in the
NCAA Division III Final Four. Only
the stands weren’t filled with the tradi¬
tional green and white of Babson; there
was a familiar Garnet color pervading
the crowd, actually, the whole athletic
facility. Really, the entire campus was
dotted with Bates apparel, because the
Bates men’s basketball team had a date
in game one with the NESCAC regular
season champs of Trinity College.
In perhaps the biggest basketball
game in program history,, the Bobcats
came up short of advancing to the
Elite Eight, falling 79-62. Trinity over¬
came 17 turnovers with an incredible
performance from their bench play¬
ers, who notched 28 points. The Bob¬
cats got off to a steady start, taking an
early lead and trading baskets with the
Bantams throughout the first ten min¬
utes. However, Trinity played stifling
defense throughout the half that the
Bobcats struggled to figure out. Mike
Boornazian T6 notched a field goal at
the 9:18 mark of the first half, but that
would be the last field goal Bates would
score before the break. Bates shot just
20% from the field in the first half, and
failed to capitalize from the free throw
line, making just 12 of 20 attempts.

Referendum to the
constitution passes:
Big changes to
student government
Student Senate replaces RA
NICO BARDIN
STAFF WRITER

See B-BALL, PAGE 7

John Nolen Durkin
triathlon set for May
The event aims to raise funds and awareness for the John Nolen
Durkin Scholarship Fund

This past Friday, March 13, the
Bates College student body voted on and
passed a constitutional referendum pre¬
sented by newly appointed Vice Presi¬
dent Tomas Jurgensen T7, which aimed
to bring fundamental changes within
the infrastructure of Student Govern¬
ment. Some of the proposed changes
to the constitution include implement¬
ing a more rigorous process to appoint
students to the Representative Assem¬
bly, now the “Student Senate,” and give
the Student Body President veto power.
The Senate will be significantly smaller,
increasing member accountability and
election competitiveness. Instead of a
four-year term for Class Representa¬
tives, newly elected Class Senators (two
per class year) will serve a two-year term
from the point of election. Campus
Senators (twelve total) will serve as rep¬
resentatives for the entire student body,
serving a term of one year.
Student body President Norberto
“Berto” Diaz explained that the new
changes to the constitution will provide
himself and the Student Government
with “more of a voice and negotiation
power” that will be used to tackle larger
problems between the student body and
the administration, as well as general
concerns around campus as expressed
by the many students Diaz has spoken
with.
The referendum will also initiate
a new and revitalized Senate, modeled
explicitly after the JA and RC programs
in order to create a more structured and
efficient governing body capable of ex¬
hibiting a variety of changes across the
Bates community.
Voting on the referendum took

place at the entrance of the Fireplace
Lounge in Commons, where through¬
out the afternoon students lined up
with their ID cards to cast a vote to po¬
tentially bring an expansive reformation
to the Bates Student Government. The
voter turnout was high, with a total of
695 votes, 645 in favor of the referen¬
dum, and 50 against. The success of the
voter turnout was due to continuation
of the techniques used during the stu¬
dent body elections last month, where
live balloting in commons procured an
unusually large voter turnout. Similar
to the student body elecdons, students
casted their votes with pen and paper in
an instant-runoff format.
Parliamentarian Kiernan MajerusCollins T8 believes that while the voter
turnout was a success, the implications
behind the high turnout illuminate
troubling truths about the satisfaction
of the Bates student body with the Stu¬
dent Government.
“This result shows tremendous dis¬
satisfaction on the part of the student
body with the way Student Govern¬
ment has been run thus far,” MajerusCollins said. He hopes that “we’ll be
able to use this referendum as a way to
jumpstart the Student Government and
begin taking on the important issues
that face Bates.”
With the referendum passed, Diaz,
along with other members of the Ex¬
ecutive Council, are eager to start work
within the Student Government and in
tandem with the administration, to pro¬
mote changes in both student social and
academic life. Diaz has already begun to
brainstorm ideas for potential changes.
Among them include a massive over¬
haul of the General Education ConSee REFERENDUM, PAGE 4

ALEX DAUGHERTY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

A hike through the mountains be¬
came the spark of inspiration for seniors
David Kurey and Reed Lewallen. “He
[Lewallen] initially brought up the idea
of having a triathlon at Bates, and then
I brought in the idea of honoring John’s
life with the event,” Kurey said. “When
I was abroad, I knew I wanted to do
something to remember John at Bates,
and then when Reed brought up the
idea it seemed perfect.”
John Durkin, a member of the class
of 2019, tragically passed away while
studying abroad in Rome last winter. A
scholarship fund was set up by his pat¬
ents, and Kurey wanted to raise more
awareness about the fund on campus.
The triathlon will take place on May
17th from 8 A.M. until 12 RM. Regis¬
tration will cost $90 per threesome. A
maximum of 48 teams can participate
due to space constraints and the event
will take place on campus.
The 625-meter swim will be held at
Tarbell Pool, the 5k run will be held on
campus, and the 9-mile bike ride will
take place in the neighborhood across
the street from Merrill Gym.
“The triathlon is a team-oriented
triathlon where one person does each
event,” Kurey said. “However, there is
an option to sign up as a solo racer as
well.”
Additionally, the Senior Gift Cam¬
paign has included the option of do¬
nating to the scholarship fund. Seniors
can indicate that their gifts be directed
to the scholarship fund instead of the

David Kurey/Courtesy Photo

senior gift fund, their gifts will still be
counted for the total amount at the end
of the year.
Currently, Kurey would like to see
the triathlon raise $5,000 for the fund
and to cover overhead costs.
The triathlon aims to raise money
for the fund but more importantly aims
to raise awareness for John’s life. “The
event isn’t all about raising money,”
Kurey said. “The scholarship already
has a lot of money in it, and $5,000
would really be a drop in the bucket.
Instead, I want this to be a recurring
event at Bates with the main intention
to remember and honor John’s life in a
positive light.”
As an added incentive, the team
which raises the most money for the
fund receives a $150 gift card to Fuel,
while the team which completes the tri¬
athlon in the shortest amount of time

also receives a $150 gift card.
The day before the triathlon, the
second annual John Durkin Softball
Tournament will take place. Proceeds
from that event will also go to the schol¬
arship fund. “It will kind of be ‘John’s
Weekend,”’ Kurey said.
An announce email was sent to
students last week with details of the
triathlon, and signups are open until
April 16th. When participants sign up,
they will be given instructions on how
to raise money.
“If people simply want to donate,
go to the Bates Gift Page, enter the
amount in the ‘other’ box, and then in
the comments simply put ‘Durkin Tri¬
athlon,”’ Kurey said.
Anyone who has further questions
on the event or would like to volun¬
teer should contact David Kurey at
dkttfey@bates:edu'

Bates students from Stringfellow and Outfront convene together
for a candlelight vigil to promote awareness for transgender
women who lost their lives so far in 2015. The vigil, which took
place outside of Commons, was a slient rejection on the violence
and descrmination that transgender women face on a daily basis.
Transgender women, especially women of color, are disproportinately affected by gender-based violence. Bri Golec, Kristina
Gomez, Lamia Beard, Penny Proud, Taja DeJesus, Ty Underwood,
Yazmin Vash Payne, and Sumaya Daimar were among the indivduals honored at the vigil.
TAYLOR BLACKBURN/THE BATES STUDENT
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The power of political
correctness
HANNAH TAROIE
STAFF WRITER

Political correctness, interest¬
ingly enough, has quite an evocative
connotation.
It can entail feelings of progres¬
sion, but it can also entail feelings
of social fear, discomfort, and trying
not to step on people’s toes. I think
it has the potential to convey preten¬
sion and ostentation at times as well.
The most common argument I
have heard in opposition to political
correctness focuses on the context.
Often, I have heard (and said) things
such as “it’s unnecessary,” and “it ru¬
ins humor;” or, bluntly, that it’s “too
much work” and quite frankly “an¬
noying” to have to remember and
abide by it all the time. I have heard
people argue that in a certain social
context, political correctness is un¬
necessary as everyone is on the same
social page with each other.
This brings a mutual under¬
standing that the comment being
made is not seriously reflective of
the joke teller’s views. In the right
context, one of mutual comfort be¬
tween people, political correctness
is unnecessary as no one will be of¬
fended, because it is not actually a
serious statement. I think that this
argument is in line with certain
kinds of comedy, specifically satire.
Although this argument might
sound like a good reason to defy
political correctness, I do not find
it compelling. First of all, this argu¬
ment reinforces people’s ignorance
of issues regarding class, gender,
race, religion, sexual orientation,
physical disability, mental health,
and age, all for the sake of humor.
I can understand why jokes at the
expense of others can be funny, but

I think that there is a difference
between joking about your friend
tripping in Commons and jokingly
throwing out slurs against someone’s
sexuality.
A good example of this argu¬
ment can be borrowed from Suey
Park, who made a public Twit¬
ter attack labelled #CancelColbert
against a racist tweet coming from
a supposed Colbert Report Twitter
account last April. Supporters of
Colbert argued that by satirizing the
racist team name, the Washington
Redskins, the satirical Twitter joke
was both ridiculing and pointing
out the flaws of the racist name in a
dramatic and obvious way.
Park counters this argument by
explaining that making fun of a ra¬
cial problem (particularly one that
Colbert isn’t actually subjected to),
does nothing to end or negate rac¬
ism and further progression. Fur¬
thermore, she claims that feelings of
anger or sadness as responses to her
attack on racist satire are rooted in
the entided mindset of people who
“care more about their joke” than
anything else.
While I understand that this is a
loaded counter-argument, I think it
is definitely worth considering. The
feelings from someone hearing a
sexist, racist, or classist joke who has
been hurt in the past by any of those
forms of systematized oppression
are more justified than the hurt feel¬
ings of someone who wants to make
a joke about them. Furthermore,
these justified hurt feelings stem
from a blatant lack of respect for
difference, something political cor¬
rectness seeks to end. By aiming for
respect, political correctness creates
a system of language that destroys
verbal value judgments and power
dynamics regarding difference.

Another argument I have heard
against political correctness is that
it creates tension around difference,
and inhibits discussion regarding
deep issues because it can be seen as
insensitive. To me, this argument is
mistaking the entire point of politi¬
cal correctness. The point of using
this sensitive language is to address
difference in a way that is construc¬
tive and inclusive in a conversation
in which everyone can be present.
Political correctness does not seek to
ban the engagement of an intellec¬
tual conversation regarding oppres¬
sive and other ignorant attitudes; it
seeks to ban the engagement of ad¬
dressing these issues through micro¬
aggressions that inherendy support
their systematization.
Inherently, political correctness
is trying to avoid the creation of
passing micro-aggressions. In aim¬
ing for this, it is moving towards
diminishing the structures set up
against minorities through language.
Leaning against political correctness
is dangerous, as it means leaning in
favor of micro-aggressions that fur¬
ther systematized oppression.
Adopting political correctness
means moving towards a more egali¬
tarian society in which respect is
given to every individual.

Career development
shotild play a more
active role in a Bates
education
DAVID WEINMAN
MANAGING FORUM EDITOR

One of the virtues of a liberal
arts and a Bates education is that
students often arrive on campus
without a clue of what type of career
they will eventually pursue.
This lack of narrow focus allows
students to concentrate on develop¬
ing the whole person rather than
taking courses with one specific
goal in mind. On the other hand,
however, this uncertainty can often
makes searching for post-graduation
employment a stressful and cha¬
otic process. Fortunately, the Bates
Career Development Center plays
a critical role in helping students
navigate some of the difficulties of
preparing for life after Bates.
While the BCDC does a fan¬
tastic job in offering these services,
I have often found Bates students
to be unprepared and unsure about
how to approach this next challenge.
The problem, in my view, stems
from the absence of any structured
and mandatory program to guide
students in this regard. Searching
for jobs, building a resume, writ¬
ing a cover letter, and interviewing
are important skills which must be
developed. In order to take advan¬
tage of the immense resources which
Bates and the BCDC offer, students
have to take the initiative to make
appointments and attend work¬
shops. As in many areas of our aca¬
demic lives, students often procras¬
tinate and fall behind in the process.
In addition, some students may not

GET TO OUR PLASMA
CENTER NOW

PORTLAND BIOLOGICALS
239 MAIN STREET
LEWISTON, ME 04240
207-783-3230
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 8A-7P

even be fully aware of the potential
benefits which are offered to them.
Any reform of this system
should focus on making career de¬
velopment an important priority
early in the Bates education. For
example, students could be assigned
an advisor at the BCDC during
their first year. That way, students
would have a specific person they
could trust and turn to for advice
throughout their time at Bates.
Resume, cover letter, and inter¬
viewing seminars could be manda¬
tory for graduation at least a couple
times a year in a fashion similar to
how gym classes function. Differ¬
ent years could maintain different
focuses. Another idea could be to
offer mandatory Short Term courses
that specialize in the development of
these skills.
Obviously, implementing many
of these ideas might require invest¬
ments that the school may not be
able to afford. Administration of¬
ficials with the proper expertise are
better suited than I to make judg¬
ments about what approach is prac¬
tical given limited resources. I am
already glad to see that the Purpose¬
ful Work Initiative is taking steps
toward this goal, and I am excited
to see the specific shape of this pro¬
gram once it is fully implemented.
Career development seems
likely to play an increasingly impor¬
tant role in the future of Bates. We
should embrace this new direction
and work to make Bates a leader in
this regard.
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A short history of the
shortest term

Forum >> Letter to the Editor

To the editors,

AMAR OJHA
ASSISTANT FORUM EDITOR

Mr. Vincent served Bates in the maiiroom for six
years before deciding to resign in January. When stu¬
dents raised questions about the circumstances of his de¬
parture, the college investigated the situation thoroughly,
and found that in its employment of Mr. Vincent, Bates
has met its obligations in a caring and conscientious
manner and in accordance with college policy and the
law.
The piece titled “The Truth About Vinny,” which was
published on the front page of the March 4th Student,
makes a number of serious, inaccurate and potentially
defamatory assertions about the actions of staff members
in the Package Center and about the college’s handling of
this matter. The authors of the op-ed had limited access
to pertinent information regarding this issue. Publish¬
ing their assertions as unverified facts was irresponsible
journalism. Even opinion pieces must be carefully vetted
and fact-checked, and editors must always use their best
editorial judgment when deciding what to publish.
Sincerely,
Kent Fischer
Bates College Director of Media Relations

BatesRates
Brad for Baccalaureate Speaker

Tossing a Frisbee at Popham
Beach, slacklining on the quad, and
sunbathing on Garcelon Field are
just some of the hundreds of activi¬
ties Batesies can enjoy during Short
Term. The very idea of Short Term
distinguishes Bates from many other
colleges. To Bates students, the no¬
tion of a “January Short Term” (of¬
ten called J-Term at many colleges)
seems strange, as situating Short
Term during the last five weeks of
the academic year allows students
to enjoy spending time with their
friends, focus on only one class, and
explore the great state of Maine dur¬
ing a beautiful time of year.
Since its conception by the fac¬
ulty in 1966, Short Term was meant
to provide students with a unique
opportunity. Instead of being able
to kick back and enjoy the last few
weeks at college, however, it was ini¬
tially created as an “academic endur¬
ance race,” which would allow for
students to graduate in only three
years by taking extra courses dur¬
ing the fall and winter semesters and
then by taking classes during “Short
Term.” This would thereby allow for
facilities to be used for a longer time
period each year, as well as allowing
for students to only pay for three
years as undergraduates instead of

four. Like most things in the 1960s,
this all changed.
By the latter half of the decade,
Bates President Thomas Hedley
Reynolds helped to transform Short
Term into what Bates Magazine Edi¬
tor H. Jay Burns calls “a freewheel¬
ing intellectual, social, and recre¬
ational jamboree.” In admiration
of this new learning atmosphere,
Professor of Physics Robert Kings¬
bury stated, “There must be leisure
to learn.”
Students this year have been
quick to note the increased hours for
classes in the upcoming Short Term
compared to earlier years. While
many of these classes present excit¬
ing opportunities that are unique
to this time period, we must, as a
school, remain mindful of the rea¬
son for the continued existence of
Short Term. It is acceptable to spend
time exploring one’s own pursuits,
and as Dr. Kingsbury explained,
“Most of the time, students have
ideas they would like to pursue, and
during the Short Term they could
follow them up.”
Throughout the majority of
Short Term’s years in existence,
classes operated much like the Pass/
Fail system currently in place, with¬
out having letter grades being dis¬
tributed or counting towards one’s
GPA. This changed in 1997, when it
was declared that Short Term grades

would now count towards one’s
GPA in order to “install a more seri¬
ous tone to that period of the aca¬
demic year.”
While this sentiment bothered
some students, it also undermined
something that students cherished
about Short Term. It would then,
once again, force students to take
into consideration that they should
cautiously choose a class they believe
they can enjoy as well as adequately
perform in. This decision may ac¬
tually discourage students to chase
their ideas and experiment in new
academic domains, as Dr. Kings¬
bury had pointed out.
At the end of the day, sporadic
breaks that align with almost no
other college in the nation and a
cruelly long March seem worth it
when the first day of Short Term
rolls around. And even though we
no longer have “Camp Batesie” Tshirts like students once had, Short
Term remains one of the most
memorable and exciting parts of the
Bates experience, and one that con¬
tinues to distinguish Bates from any
other college.
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More class time for Short Term

guess that leaves more time for medieval LARPing
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Try not to get caught streaming games in class
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BCSG members have
contrasting ideas about
new referendum
Diaz and Barbato share their thoughts; debate over the size and
effectiveness of student government
SAM HIGGINS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Members of the Bates College Stu¬
dent Government (BCSG) have com¬
peting ideas about the constitutional
referendum that was passed on Friday,
March 13 th.
On Monday, March 9th, the ref¬
erendum was proposed to the Student
Government by newly appointed Vice
Presidident Tomas Jurgenson T7. The
members of the Executive Council and
members of the student body edited
and refined the referendum before pub¬
licly releasing it Tuesday night.
“The writing [of the referendum]
beforehand was all Tomas, and was
thrown on the student body, the Stu¬
dent Government and the Student
Council all at the same time,” Student
Body President Berto Diaz T6 said. “I
found out Monday night, the same as
everyone else. You can imagine how
crazy that was. It had a lot of flaws, and
required a lot of editing. It was all over
the place when it was first proposed.”
In the days after the referendum was
proposed, Diaz talked with members of
the RA, Kiernan Majerus-Collins T8,
the Parliamentarian at the time, and
Parliamentarian emeritus Allen Sumrall
T6, who is studying abroad. After a ref¬
erendum is proposed there is a 22-day
period during which the referendum
can be revised before a vote must oc¬
cur. Majerus-Collins, who was directly
involved in editing the referendum,
decided to hold the vote on March 13,
four days after its original proposal.
Diaz emphasized that he supports
what the referendum stands for, but he
did not approve of how the referendum
was proposed and how quickly voting
occurred after its proposal.
“What we voted on is a whole lot
better than what we have right now. I
am in agreement with it, and I support
it,” Diaz said.

Diaz believes that the referendum
will allow the Student Government to
function more effectively.
“The RA was no longer functioning
the way it was right now,” Diaz said. “It
got to the point where we had so many
members that it wasn’t representative
of the student body. It was more so I
want to be on it. People ran unopposed.
That's not representative of the student
body if you run for a position just to
get it.”
At a NESCAC student govern¬
ment convention from February 28-29,
the Student Government decided they
wanted to shrink the RA from 37 mem¬
bers to 20 members.
“It was pretty good to see that our
Student Government isn’t as bad as
some of the other NESCAC schools.
We’re pretty bad, but we’re not the
worst,” Diaz said.
Diaz explained how this new gov¬
ernment structure will allow the Stu¬
dent Government to do a better job col¬
laborating with the administration.
“We are not trying to eliminate
dialogue with the student body. Were
not trying to mimic the way administra¬
tion is acting. Something like this will
not happen again. This [referendum] is
a great response to [changes in the ad¬
ministration] so we can address these
issues that the administration is having
head on.”
Moreover, Diaz said that this ref¬
erendum will immediatly allow greater
unity among Student Government
members. ITe also plans on having a
leadership retreat for Student Govern¬
ment members this coming fall.
Under the new referendum, candi¬
dates for President and Vice President
are required to run in a joint-ticket.
“To me that’s an issue because it
takes away one degree of the separation
of power,” former RA representative
of the class of 2015 and former Chair
of the RA Jacob Barbato T5 said.“The

President and the Vice President being
so close [may frequently] share their
opinions...There’s really no separation
between the executive and the legisla¬
tive branches.”
Barbato explained that under the
new constitution students who have
never been on the Student Government
such as Diaz can be elected President or
Vice President.
“They’re not familiar with parlia¬
mentary procedure or steps that need
to be taken if you need to propose an
agenda. Those people have never had
experience, and that will be the biggest
hurdle in their claim to saying this gov¬
ernment is more efficient,” Barbato said.
Barbato feels that there are no issues
with how the RA currently functions.
He stated that the Student Senate will
have the same responsibilities of selfgoverning and approving clubs.
“I don’t think the problem is with
the RA. We’ve approved every club and
co-sponsorship that’s been presented to
us this year. It’s more a question of the
committee system. If that’s going to stay
the same, I don’t really see the point to
it. [The referendum is] making lots of
administrative and bureaucratic chang¬
es, and there’s nothing substantive. We
already do things very efficiently,” Bar¬
bato said.
However, Barbato finds Complacen¬
cy in Diaz’s and Jurgenson’s leadership.
He stated that Diaz and Jurgenson were
elected to be agenda-setters and to set
forth platforms.
“All the criticism [of the Student
Government] is coming from [Diaz and
Jurgenson] saying we need a student
government that’s more activist,” Bar¬
bato said. “It’s those leaders who need
to be agenda-setting and be the leaders
of discourse, and We don’t necessarily
see that. If Berto wants to make change,
he’s going to have to push harder than
he has been. Berto heeds to be more of
a leader.”

Few women comprise
Bates Security force
NESCAC campuses fall short in female law
enforcement
MOLLY CHISHOLM
STAFF WRITER

With National Women’s Day hav¬
ing just occurred on Sunday, March
8th, The Student decided to look into
particular steps that are being taken on
our campus to further gender equality.
This article was originally meant to
investigate the routine of a new female
security officer at Bates. This subject
drew the attention of The Student not
only because we had noticed the pres¬
ence of a woman on the security force,
but also because in the grander scheme
of our society, female security personnel
tend to be an anomaly. It was unclear at
first whether or not the woman working
with the Bates Security office was the
first female security officer at Bates.
Thomas Carey, Director of Security
and Campus Safety, shared the College’s
security statistics: in the last ten years,
there have been five female security of¬
ficers at Bates, the last of whom just left
the force this fall. There is currently one
woman, Morgan Copp, working in an
investigative assistant training position.
After discovering the number of
women who work on the Bates Security
force, or rather the lack of women, The
Student decided to look into whether
other colleges in the area had security
forces with similar makeups. Bowdoin
College in Brunswick, ME has four
women working for their security pro¬
gram, while Colby College in Waterville, ME appears to have two women
working for theirs.
While Bowdoin does seem to em¬
ploy more women relative to the other
two Maine NESCAC colleges, all three
colleges employ far more men than they
do women to their security forces. This
does not necessarily speak to the hiring
strategies used at these schools, but to
the general stigma against women work¬
ing as security and or police officers.
A recent study conducted by the
National Center for Women shows that
only 12.7 percent of sworn law enforce¬
ment positions in any municipality,

county, or town are women. This num¬
ber mirrors the statistics found regard¬
ing NESCAC college campuses and
sheds light on the larger issue at hand:
a lack of encouragement for female par¬
ticipation in law enforcement.
Much of the stigma against women
participating in law enforcement stems
from the ever-present notions of gender
equality. This inequality is rooted even
in people’s most fundamental beliefs.
Women who attempt to hold a position
of power are often viewed as bossy rath¬
er than assertive, while men are encour¬
aged to lead and exert their power. This
fear of being seen as too strong-willed
could be holding women back from tak¬
ing positions of authority such as police
or security officers.
When students at Bates were asked
if they would rather be pulled over for
speeding by a male or female cop, the
answer was overwhelmingly male. One
student who wished to remain anony¬
mous stated that they answered this
way because female police officers are
“harsher” and “less likely to let you off.”
Whether or not this perception is true
is less important than the fact that it is
generally assumed of female security of¬
ficers.
National Women’s Day is used as
a reminder to consider the stereotypes
and assumptions made by society every
day regarding the different genders. The
hope for the future is that both men and
women are able to occupy jobs equally
and with the same level of respect and
pay. It is possible that fewer women are
applying for law enforcement jobs at
Bates due to the male-dominated force,
perpetuating the deficit of female secu¬
rity officers.

mmmmammtmsmmimmmm.

Gala 2015: Let the
good times roll
A new cover band will play in Alumni Gym
BRIDGET RUFF
STAFF WRITER

March 28th marks the date for
Bates College’s 26th annual Gala. This
year’s theme is A Night in New Orleans.
Assistant Dean of Students Keith
Tannenbaum and the student-run Gala
Planning Committee began work on
the dance earlier this fall. Since Gala is a
festive atmosphere with lots of celebra¬
tion, the Gala Committee decided the
theme A Night in New Orleans would
work perfectly, providing a vibrant at¬
mosphere while paying homage to the
jazz culture that makes New Orleans
famous.
The Phil Rich Swing Band will re¬
turn to the Grey Cage, performing jazz
music, while in Alumni Gym the cover
band Hot Date will play modern songs
that are Mardi Gras-themed.
The Phil Rich Swing Band has
played at Gala throughout the past de¬
cade and specialize in swing and bigband music. Many of its members are
local music teachers and their students.
“Most of our students don’t really
know how to swing dance, but they fake
it till they make it, which is all we can
ask, and they dress well and they have a
good time,” Tannenbaum said.
Hot Date is a new band this year. In
previous years, Darlingside has played,
but is not able to attend this year due to

REFERENDUM
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centration (GEC) system, which will
hopefully assess whether the intended
benefit of the system is still relevant in
our current academic curriculum. In
addition, Diaz hopes to reform the an¬
nounce email process by creating a web
page, sent out daily via email, which
will not only include the days’ worth of
announce emails, but also daily events
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a touring conflict.
“They’re a fun dance band, and it
should be a great time,” Tannenbaum
said. According to their website, Hot
Date features “a modern twist on your
favorite oldies and... the newest dance
and pop-rock hits,” and is “Long Is¬
land’s Best Party Band.” At Gala, the
five-piece cover band will feature dance
hits from the 1980s and ’90s as well as
modern hits.
“We have a whole lot of consistency
from one year to the next, which I think
is something people count on,” Tannen¬
baum said.
The gymnasiums will be trans¬
formed from athletic spaces to dance
venues with lights, ice sculptures andcenter pieces originally designed for
this year’s New Orleans theme. The
specifics of the plant/garden centerpiece
made by the groundskeepers and the ice
sculptures made by Commons workers
will remain a secret until the start of the
dance.
For students new to Gala, Tannen¬
baum advises to keep in mind that the
entire Bates community will be attend¬
ing. As one of the few opportunities for
faculty-student socialization, Gala holds
a special place in the Bates social calen¬
dar.

on campus and a dining menu.
While Diaz and other members
within the Student Government work
to brainstorm ways to tackle reforma¬
tions needed on campus, the newly
amended constitution hopes to provide
a structured and cohesive foundation on
which the Student Government will be
increasingly represented, efficient, and
active.

Author and journalist
Sayed Kashua on
“Cultural and Political
Criticism through Humor”
A Palestinian citizen of Israel, Kashua adds intimacy and clarity
to opposing narratives
HANNAH GOLDBERG
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

Last week, author and journalist
Sayed Kashua came to Bates for the
English Department’s annual Carleton
Lecture. Currently a visiting Professor at
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Kashua shared his experiences as
an Arab-Israeli and how those experi¬
ences influence his novels, which have
made Kashua a renowned Hebrew au¬
thor. Kashua uses humor in his writing
to add what Associate English Professor
Sanford Freedman calls “intimacy” and
context back into contentious issues of
Israeli-Palestinian relations.
Co-sponsored by the Bates Office of
the President, the Office of Intercultural
Education, and the Maine Jewish Film
Festival, the two-day event included a
screening of Dancing with Arabs, a film
based on one of Kashua’s novels, and a
lecture Kashua gave on “Cultural and
Political Criticism through Humor.”
Kashua was born in 1975 in Tira,
Israel as an Israeli citizen, but he never
met any Israelis outside of his village.
His grandmother told him stories of
the “awful war,” and the struggle to pro¬
tect their homes and farms from being
claimed. The public schools in Tira did
not teach the Israeli narrative, nor did
Israeli schools tell the Arab story.
Kashua described the lasting con¬
flict between the two states to the au¬
dience as a “war between narratives.”
Palestinians make up approximately 20
percent of Israel’s population, yet nei¬

ther curriculum teaches the perspective
of the other.
“You do not have to leave your vil¬
lage to be a refugee,” Kashua said. As
a Palestinian in a Jewish state, he was
detached from the Arab world and cul¬
ture. Despite their Israeli citizenship,
Kashua’s Arab neighbors would vote for
Israeli Zionist political parties in order
to access better jobs.
While Sayed Kashua is not a po¬
litical analyst, his novels leave the reader
with context of the issues, Bates English
Department Chair Professor Sanford
Freedman said in an interview with The
Student.
“People who jump into the novels
are so thrilled by them, even people
who have nothing to do with the Mid¬
dle East,” Freedman said. “[The novels
are] recognizable and have a very strong
sense of a sentient being.”
Freedman also emphasized the con¬
nection Kashua establishes with the
reader, placing them in the crux of the
story.
“[Kashua is a] novelist writing in
Hebrew, he is not a political commenta¬
tor through his novels...Political analysis
and cultural analysis are certainly ex¬
tractable from his writing, but primar¬
ily, he is making literature,” Freedman
said.
Kashua described first learning
what it means “to be an Arab in a Jewish
state” after attending a boarding school
in Jerusalem, where Professors often
went farther than the call of the curricu¬
lum. His autobiographical novel Danc¬
ing with Arabs pulls experiences from

Kashua’s life in Isarael’s capital. “Educa¬
tion is the only ticket out,” Kashua said.
Hebrew is not Kashua’s first lan¬
guage; he learned Hebrew while attend¬
ing the prestigious boarding school in
Jerusalem. However, he has mastered
multiple layers in fictional writing that
persist even when his books are trans¬
lated in to English.
“The situation was much more
complicated and worse than I thought,”
he said, when first learning the intrica¬
cies of the conflict. The high schooler
began to resort to humor in writing to
discuss his views.
“If I wanted to talk about things that
bothered me [in high school],” Kashua
said, “then I needed to use humor...I
have a different story to tell.” Kashua’s
novels shed light on the politics and
cultures of both sides, attempting to in¬
form and influence future generations.
“He had rudimentary Hebrew and
became phenomenally skilled,” Freed¬
man said. “He could write in Arabic,
but his skills and finesse are in the He¬
brew language. [He is] so skilled that he
rivals those who are literary performers,
and to some extent, he out-performs
them.”
In addition to his novels, Kashua,
only up until recently, wrote a weekly
column in Haaretz, an prominent intel¬
lectual newspaper in Israel, read by both
Arabs and Israelis. Kashua has also writ¬
ten multiple articles in The New Yorker.
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Preview: Breasts ofTiresias packs a punch
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"An opening performance number captivates audiences with song and danrx-l
TAYLOR BLACKBURN/THE BATES STUDENT]

Director Nick Auer leads his audience to the play’s unusual location
TAYLOR BLACKBURN/THE BATES STUDENT

HALLEY POSNER
ASSISTANT ARTS EDITOR

Thesis is an outlet for all the cre¬
ativity Batesies have stocked up in

their four years up here in the cold
tundra we call home. Some seniors
culminate their academic experience
by conducting real-world research,
others write books. However, Nick

Auer, a senior Theater major, set
himself apart from the rest. He chose
to create a thesis unlike anything
Bates has seen before by using Apol¬
linaire’s early French surrealist text,

The Breasts ofTiresias, translated in
the 1960s. His amazingly creative,
live-action performance thesis is an
event you have to see to believe.
Within the play, there are many
twists and turns all coming at com¬
pletely unexpected times. Ajack-ofall-trades, Auer directs, acts, sings,
and plays music throughout his pro¬
duction. Auer, in conjunction with
his six-person cast and three-person
crew, makes his world come alive,
ready for the audience to enjoy.

Auer states that “theater as ‘event’
is the kind of work that I am most
excited to go see. I get most excited
about theater that is a complete ex¬
perience.”
Furthermore, Auer does not
hold any punches when dealing
with the’ intensity of the produc¬
tion. Not hesitating in breaking the
fourth wall, actors routinely engage
See TIRESIAS, PAGE 6

Beautifully performed and Kendrick Lamars
unwaveringly positive Edges To Pimp a Butterfly:
Intense, chaotic
brings down the house
beauty from
Compton rapper

JOHN RICCATO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

MATTHEW WINTER
STAFF WRITER

Written by college students, di¬
rected by college students, and per¬
formed by college students, Edges
is the most “college” musical there
is. Oyer the course of the musical,
the seven incredibly talented Bates
actors and singers went through a
full cycle of emotions in what was
a very relatable show for the entire
audience.
Edges is not one’s traditional
musical, there is no plot or consis¬
tent characters. Rather, the musical
was a series of stand-alone short sto¬
ries told in the form of songs. Each
song featured different actors with
some small costume changes and
little set change. Technically, Edges
is a song cycle rather than a musical
play, so it is comparable to an album
with the theme of coming-of-age
stories acted out.
Given the small reliance on
props, the show stood on the shoul¬
ders of the students and they did
not disappoint. Performer put their

hearts and souls into every song, and
it made all the emotions much more
believable. Furthermore, the songs
themselves were beautiful and per¬
fectly showcased the talents of the
students.
The fact that Edges had the
form of a song cycle and not a tra¬
ditional musical had its upsides and
downsides. On the one hand, the
songs stood out more and were in¬
stantly memorable. There was a duet
between Abby Zwetchkenbaum ’ 15
and Sarah Curtis ’18 about two sis¬
ters lamenting about how their rela¬
tionship is no longer what it used to
be, as they are on different sides of
the growing-up process. In another
duet, Audrey Burns ’17 and De¬
clan Chu T7 played a young cou¬
ple afraid to actually say the word
“love,” but they get there in the end.
A highlight of the musical was
a choreographed ensemble piece in
which the characters reenacted first
impressions and the mechanical na¬
ture of small talk. Zwetchkenbaum
also sang a very quotable solo piece
about the multiple ways she wants

her ex to die. Gavin Schuerch T8
and Maddie McClean ’17 sang a
duet where they sadly came to the
realization that their relationship
was really over. Divymaan Sahoo
T 7 brought his booming voice in
his solo pieces and ensemble songs
as he sang about being yourself.
Those numbers presented just
a sample of the emotional range of
the musical’s themes. However, each
song did follow the overarching in¬
credibly positive theme of accepting
yourself and realizing everything
will work out in the end even if
things may not be going your way
presently.
On the other hand, since there
was no plot connecting the songs,
the impact the production left was
smaller than in a traditional musical.
With traditional musicals, the audi¬
ence spends the whole preformance
following the main characters and
seeing them develop over the course
of the story. By the end, the audiSee EDGES, PAGE 6

Kendrick Lamar, the 27-yearold rapper who blew up in 2012
with his debut major label release
Good Kid M.a.a.d City, has always
had a penchant for creating albums
that work as cohesive pieces. On
that album, Kendrick told the story
of his life growing up in Compton,
California. Specifically, his struggle
to maintain his sense of morality in
the face of the pressures and temp¬
tations of gang life. Using the mu¬
sical template of classic west-coast
hip hop, Lamar poured his life story
onto his tracks with a vivid flair for
detail and imagery. It was an album
that became extremely popular due
to its ability to explore ideas of great
depth while still maintaining a
catchy, mainstream hip-hop sound.
On his widely anticipated sec¬
ond album, To Pimp a Butterfly,
Kendrick takes his intellectual and
conscious style and directs it to is¬
sues of racial oppression in America.
He specifically looks at how his own
anxiety and depression as a success¬
ful black man relate to the struggles
of his community as a whole. It is
an interplay of personal storytelling
and large scale political commentary
that is highly ambitious. Through
this structure Lamar examines bis
tendency toward self-loathing (“u”),
the nature of violence and pov¬
erty in his hometown of Compton
(‘Hood Politics”), and the way that
black on black crime is rooted in in¬
stitutional oppression (“The Blacker
the Berry”). On the album’s final
track, “Mortal Man”, Lamar takes
part in a fictional interview with
his idol Tupac Shakur, in which the
two talk about fame, violence, and
the future of the black community.
When dealing with these big issues,
Lamar rarefy provides easy answers.
He explores them from multiple
perspectives, and allows listeners
to come to their own conclusions.

Lamar does not have an agenda, as
he seems to be equally confused and
frustrated by the problems he raises
as any listener would be.
To match the chaotic, dense
and riveting thematic content of the
album, Lamar draws from a diverse
range of musical styles. The albums
second track, “For Free”, is practi¬
cally a spoken word piece written
over free-form jazz. “King Kunta”
has a funky swagger reminiscent of
90’s Snoop Dog. “The Blacker the
Berry” evokes Jamaican dancehall
influences. All of these influences
are spun together intriguingly, with
each song ending in a very different
place than it started. Lamar experi¬
ments boldly with his flow on the
record. He is constantly changing
his speed and tone to play differ¬
ent characters and evoke different
moods. On many tracks he attempts
to sing, again highlighting the way
his music moves beyond the tradi¬
tional bounds of hip hop. From a
musical perspective, it is a large jump
forward for Lamar from the original
but uniform production of his last
album. Lamar here seems to have
completely foregone any notions of
mainstream radio acceptance that he
flirted with on his first album.
To say that a piece of art or
writing is difficult to describe may
be one of the highest compliments
one can give. True art is not eas¬
ily defined. Truth exists in the grey
areas of the world: in its contradic¬
tions and questions. Both musically
and thematically, Kendrick Lamar’s
second album, To Pimp a Butterfly, is
messy and complex in the best way.
It is an experience from which every¬
one can draw a different takeaway. It
is not an album for those who enjoy
straightforward, catchy tracks. It re¬
quires a great deal of work to appre¬
ciate, but in that lies it’s brilliance.
Like the best films and novels, it
cannot be adequately summed up in
a thesis statement.
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Unbreakable Kimmy
Schmidt breaks into
Netflix sitcom land
MARYANNE BODNAR
MANAGING ARTS EDITOR

Any show set in New York City
and featuring actors from two of my
favorite sitcoms of all time, and any
show that drops lines like, “I audi¬
tioned for the Lion King 20 times in
15 years, until they finally told me,
‘You are not passing as a straight gi¬
raffe’” is on my watch list.
So when Unbreakable Kimmy
Schmidt was hailed last week in The
New York Times for its fresh lens on
life in New York City, I knew I had
to see it.
Let me be clear: I expected next
to nothing from a Netflix sitcom
about a woman who was forced by
a self-proclaimed priest to live in a
bunker to avoid an apocalypse, but I
should have known better when the
sitcom stars Elbe Kemper (The Of¬
fice), is produced by Tina Fey, and
explores the various insanities of
New York City with a gleeful 80s
vengeance.
Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt
assures us that Fey herself is a true
New Yorker, for the characters and
situations featured in this show are
only those that a local could con¬
ceive. To us, they seem like token
sitcom characters because they ap¬
pear so often in our daily lives,
but to everyone else they’re enjoy¬
able insane city dwellers. From the
woman dressed in hordes of black
clothes who sits on her stoop all day
waiting for and worrying about the
neighborhood changes, to the chari¬
tably self-obsessed Upper East Side
housewife who commonly employs
phrases such as “exercise guru,” “Ad¬
mirals Club,” and “dog masseuse,”
these characters are disturbingly au¬
thentic.

Additionally, episodes focused
on a spinning studio called “SpiritCycle,” which bears an all-too-close
resemblance in every respect to real
life spinning studio “SoulCycle,” be¬
come a direct commentary on the
lives that Fey and company have
observed wreaking small doses of
havoc on New York.
Perhaps as a result of shifting so¬
cial tides, but it is a breath of fresh
comedy air to see that Kimmy’s
“partner-in-crime” roommate is a
black gay man who, after attempt¬
ing to break into the often unforgiv¬
ing world of musical theater, now
lives in a dusty, eclectic apartment
alone and spends most nights “lis¬
tening to Diana Ross albums alone
while doing my stretches to alleviate
my gas.” Only when Kimmy enters
and offers to pay for rent and a night
on the town with pity money from
the Today Show does Titus Andromedon (another side effect of those
Lion King auditions) flash her a sassy
smile of friendship. From this mo¬
ment on, there’s a lovability to his
pessimism. It’s a relief, because lines
such as, “My boss is seventeen years
old, I get paid in quarters and I’m
starting to think cab drivers are hit¬
ting me on purpose” were threaten¬
ing to get a little depressing.
In every relationship she de¬
velops on the show, Kimmy brings
the same zeal and naivety one might
expect from an 18-year-old trapped
in a 29-year-old’s body. She buys
chunky light up sneakers that would
have made her cool in 1987 (just
maybe) and points to a wireless
speaker when her boss Jacqueline
Voorhees 0ane Krakowski) asks,
“Do you even know what a Given¬
chy romper is?”
Yet Kimmy never allows herself

to be the victim. When told that
the perfectly traditional birthday
party that she has planned for Mrs.
Voorhees’ son was inadequate, she
doesn’t waste anytime sulking about
it. Her decisions over which boy to
date don’t warrant an episode long
conundrum either, but rather is
condensed into brief phone calls or
unwelcome personal exchanges. It
should be noted here that the “un¬
breakable” exists in the tide for the
very reason that Kimmy never be¬
lieved any of the false information
about that apocalypse that the “Rev¬
erend” (John Hamm) told them in
the bunker.
Unbreakable also never fails to
remind us that it is just a sitcom. No
man for Kimmy sticks around for
longer than 3 episodes, and birthday
parties are the catalyst for plights,
fights and flights. Just as Friends
writers named every title with “The
One Where/With [insert situation
here],” Unbreakable labels titles with
an appropriately enthusiastic “Kim¬
my [insert present tense action verb
here]!”
It’s almost difficult to believe
when these traditional sitcom tools
do become apparent, because the
writing, characters, and situations
are so good that they make viewers
more attached than we’re used to. I
really liked Kimmy’s first boyfriend,
but within the next 21-minute epi¬
sode, he was gone, and another ri¬
diculous suitor had taken his place.
That being said, let’s hope this keeps
up, because the more care-free Un¬
breakable remains, the more seasons
we can hope show writers will de¬
velop for our viewing pleasure.
Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt
currently has 13 episodes on Netflix
Watch Instandy.

To clear the competition dance air
MARY ANNE BODNAR
MANAGING ARTS EDITOR

“I think we won today,” laughed
sophomore Sofi Elbadawi. She was
referring to Bates dancers’ work on
their first full day at this year’s New
England meeting of the Ameri¬
can College Dance Association
(ACI)A). •
To non-dancers, this may seem
like a totally normal statement for
someone to make about a day’s
work, but for Bates dancers, no
words could seem less equipped to
describe what we do.
Competition dance is a nugget
of the sprawling American dance
world. It’s the unfortunate iceberg
tip that juts its shiny head out of the
cultural seas for Americans to get a
glimpse at through the lens of popu¬
lar shows such as Dance Moms and
So You Think You Can Dance?
I have only seen each of these
shows a few times because of how far
they lie outside the realm of what I
see as dance. Despite this shortcom¬
ing, they offer a wealth of insight
into American consumerism. - These
shows serve purely entertainment
purposes for an easily excitable audi¬
ence. They take a human art form
and make it consumable by adding
production values that enhance the
finesse and skill of the performer,
thus exacerbating the sensory expe¬
rience of the audience.
I still remember a moment
from my freshman year when a
good friend and I were sharing our
favorite dance videos on YouTube.
I learned that my contributions
would be politely and unenthusi¬
astically received when she showed
me her favorite clip, which was from
So You Think You Can Dance? It
showed a female dancer in flow¬
ing, revealing, white clothing run¬
ning towards a male in all-too-short
shorts and flinging herself on him
“Koala-style” (for now I’ll sidestep

EDGES
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ence is invested in the characters and
their stories stay with the audience
long after the musical ends.
But with Edges, the audience
is left with the coming-of-age ques¬
tions each song asks but no emo¬
tional connection to the characters.
The musical is meant to leave audi¬
ences asking themselves the same

why I flinched at how this one par¬
the types of dance commonly seen
ticular move with these dancers was
in the media.
grossly lifting gender norms to the
Naturally, we’re human, so we
heavens...). This is not a difficult
take pride in knowing the types
move; in fact, Bates dancers do it
of “moves” that make those shows
multiple times in the Spring Dance
what they are, but we acknowledge
the plethora of dance styles open for
Concert. At the Bates concert, how¬
ever, there won’t be a camera sweep¬
interpretation and thought beyond
the popular ones.
ing around the stage in an arc like
fashion that makes this dancer’s
When Rice received feedback
for his hip hop piece inspired by
short run look like a leap across
the Grand Canyon. Flashing lights . commercial dance (but set on a pro¬
won’t additionally make it seem like ' scenium stage), adjudicators kept
emphasizing, the possibilities for
the female dancer has done this all
through a frantic storm of lightning. • meshing the very best of a’commer¬
Every year, Bates dancers travel
cial, consumable art form, and the
to ACDA to present student works
variety in form and structure that
modern proscenium work has gifted
for
adjudication
(professionals
to the artist. It was expected that he
who watch pieces without know¬
was trying to mold the two, because
ing anything about who composed
them, and offer complimentary and
without that direction, his piece
would be a mere collection of highly
constructive feedback). This year,
physical movements. It would be
Bates dancers Isaiah Rice T5 and I
sport, and not enough of an art;
presented works that we had com¬
Using language about “win¬
posed for the senior thesis and the
Advanced Composition Seminar,
ning” also suggests (wait for it) that
what we do is competitive. There
respectively. are no dancers at Bates whose con¬
The experience of representing
fidence is conveyed in the tightness
Bates at an event like this is often
uprooting yet reassuring. Taking a
of their hairstyle, or the shortness of
their neon “booty shorts.” What we
class and being in a performance em
vironment with dancer's from other
do allows us to engage in the thera¬
colleges (some of them in hilariously peutic combination of art and ath¬
leticism, creating a product designed
matching sweat -suits) reflects an in¬
dividual’s comparative strengths and to engage both audiences and per¬
formers in aesthetic and intellectual
shortcoming as a pre-professional in
beauty. What we do should make
the world of dance. Additionally, the
you sigh at its aesthetic quality and
immense amount of dance pieces
ponder the deeply seeded threads of
viewed over the course of four days
meaning that knit the piece together
(44 works) reminds us of what we
and that are drawn from our obser¬
view as important in composition
vations about the world around us.
and performance.
These pieces can still be emo¬
At Bates, we don’t spend too
tionally stimulating even though
much time indulging in the enter¬
tainment of dance. Just as Rhetoric they don’t come from an emotional
majors don’t sit around watching place. Just because someone isn’t
only the most financially successful crying onstage doesn’t mean that the
movies of all time, and Math majors work itself shouldn’t make you feel
sad. For lack of a better cliche, “Try
challenge themselves to problems
to look beneath the surface when
beyond what faces citizens at tax
season, Dance majors aren’t intellec¬ you come see dance at Bates.”
tually stimulated enough with only

questions that are asked in the musi¬
cal. Since the characters for the most
part did not even have names, it was
hard to leave the musical having one
character whom you could relate to
and whose story captivated you.
Furthermore, Edges was not
“edgy” or “shocking” despite hav¬
ing very realistic takes on relation¬
ships. Aside from the occasional
curse word, the songs were safe and
uncontroversial. The script by the
American college students could

have included a non-traditional re¬
lationship which could have made
an even greater impact.
In the end, seeing how just sev¬
en students with two directors play¬
ing in the small Gannett Theater can
put on such a powerful musical, it’s
not hard to imagine how good a full
scale musical can be. Luckily, almost
everyone involved in Edges was ei¬
ther a freshman or sophomore, thus
the future of musicals at Bates is
looking very promising.

From entrances
to echoes
MARY ANNE BODNAR
MANAGING ARTS EDITOR

Colby Colleges Department of
Theater and Dance’s Spring Dance
Concert on March 5th featured the
premiere of two works: Assistant
Professor Annie Kloppenberg’s En¬
trances and Echoes, and Sara Gib¬
bons’ ’15 Into the Frame of Us.
Both were products of yearlong
research in modern dance, but the
physical manifestation of Kloppen¬
berg’s ideas solidified themselves in
the two weeks prior to the concert.
Bringing together professional
dancers from all over the north¬
east, including Bates Professor of
Dance Rachel Boggia, Entrances
and Echoes, with its recorded use of
space, flawless unfolding of relevant
events, and spoken word made au¬
diences feel that the intimate the¬
ater at Colby College was somehow
being transformed by the perfor¬
mance. I would love to claim that
this was an “unusually” refined work
in the realm postmodern dance, but
we all know there is no “usually”, in
this genre. Entrances and Echoes,
.however, without labeling itself as
site-specific, does somehow feel
like a work meant to permanently
bend the history of the stage it’s per¬
formed on with its use of props.
A compelling thread in the work
is the use of masking tape to trace
select past, present and future path¬
ways of the dancers’ movements on
stage. As we’re watching new events
unfold, we’re constantly reminded
of the select traces left behind from
previous ones, and at the end we see
this prop as “a remnant of the struc¬
tures that had existed” throughout
the piece.
Kloppenberg commented later
in the open Q&A that this delin¬
eation of borders played into the
“theme of navigating tighter spaces,”
and it developed from her “fascina¬
tion with certain types of neurons;
more specifically mirror neurons,
place cells and grid cells.” Grid
cells, while a new discovery, act as
humans’ internal GPS and help us
navigate where we are in space.
Numerous times during my
three years in the dance program at
Bates, Kloppenberg has “dropped
by” rehearsal and offered articulate,
and often over my head, feedback
on works-in-progress. Her questions
aren’t absurdly advanced' on their
own, but they often target challeng¬
ing elements of a work that an art¬
ist hasn’t delved into yet because the
answers are intimidatingly weight¬
ed, abstract, or even simple.
Sara Gibbons is obviously a suc¬
cessful student of Kloppenberg at
Colby, for the performance element
of her year-long honors thesis re¬
flected saplings of the same thematic
continuity and physical movement
quality seen in Kloppenberg’s piece.
There were memorable moments
in Gibbons’s work, which due to
its relatively short length recorded
themselves in my memory as salient
and more distinct events. A rowing
competition, unison phrase work,
the end of a running race, individ¬
ual dancers navigating the negative

space around one stationary dancer:
all these events unfold with a satis¬
fying logic, but they didn’t seem to
thematically intertwine as tightly as
the events in Kloppenberg’s piece
did until Gibbons explained her
motivations in the Q&A. After
Entrances and Echoes, this viewing
experience is more than understand¬
able because the immensely physical
movement glue performed by pro¬
fessional dancers in Kloppenberg’s
piece could have never been re-cre¬
ated by the students in Gibbons’s.
Additionally, Gibbons’s piece wasn’t
about precision in the physicality.
It was about how that group of cre¬
ators, both dancers and choreogra¬
pher, got to where they are now.
The second component of Gib¬
bons’s year-long honors thesis in
Dance is her written component
explaining research on the role of
collaboration in choreography. This
is a respectable course of study for
an ambitious student of postmodern
dance because her research answers
questions that many students new to
this genre have during their time in
college.
Often in their first year (or days)
at Bates, dance students have the of¬
ten heartbreaking realization that
choreography as they used to know
it no longer exists. The previously
familiar formula of walking into a
studio and waiting for a dance team
teacher to tell you which count of
eight to move your hip on has been
thrown out the window. Suddenly
everyone around you seems to be
an untalented fake merely asking
the dancers to make up movement
for the “choreographer” to slap their
name on. It takes a long time to see
the spectrum of collaboration that
the choreographer is responsible for
operating. Many high school teach¬
ers do stick to the aforementioned
formula because it’s an efficient tool
when working with a large group
of moody, confused, and emotional
teenagers. When you’re working
with seasoned professionals seeking
supportive channels for their ob¬
servant and creative minds, collab¬
orative environments are the perfect
answer. Qnce the heartbreak and
release of formula have subsided,the open minded dancers that re¬
main realize that this new approach
is scary .because it treats them more
like adults than they may have ever
expected. Obedience is no longer
the only ingredient to success.
In her own words, Gibbons'
explained that her group piece was
the product of research explor¬
ing “where authorship lands when
you’re working collaboratively,” and
how a choreographer creates work
“based on a five process model rang¬
ing from a choreographer as experts,
[...] to choreographer as co-author.”
While she’s “still doing research on
what more traditional theorists say
about authorships,” and how “cur¬
rent dance artists use collaboration
in their process,” she has a new defi¬
nition of the current choreographer
to work with: a curator of multiple
voices and histories.

just one theme. Auer states, “I am
more interested in providing an ex¬
perience that- they will not forget,
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
' tackling the issues and characters
in the text through the lens of this
the audience to always keep the on¬
immersive, highly-physical form we
lookers on the edge of their seats.
have constructed.”
The set is a psychedelic interlac¬
Auer’s script, score, and pro¬
ing of bold colors, outlandish decor
duction in general is very advan¬
and crazy costumes. Furthermore,
tageous in trying to understand
each decision put into the produc¬
gender in a new way. A common
tion is intentional because the cos¬
thread throughout all characters and
tuming mimics the plot and set by scenes lies with challenging gender
being ostentatiously clandestine in
norms and seeing the fallout once
order to give the characters a wholly those seemingly rigid stereotypes
unique vibe that will forever be tied
are bended and even broken. Once
to this play. The blocking Auer em¬
the production breaks out of con¬
ploys is clever in that he has the ac¬
ventional constraints, the plotline
tors using every bit of space available
comes alive and goes into an even
to them, and let me tell you, that is
greater depth of questioning and
much more than you think.
understanding.
Precision and efficiency in this
Auer proves himself to be a
one-hour time slot does not in any spectacular director and actor. He
way take away from the variety that will make his audience rethink their
is presented to the audience. There
attitudes and approaches to gender
are group dance scenes, duets, fight
norms. Alone, this would make for
scenes, singing, and humor rolled
an excellent play. However, in ad¬
together into one eccentric com¬
dition to this vital message, Auer
position. The minute an audience
also provides mind-blowing enter¬
member would even dare nod off,
tainment to ensure that his message
she is brought right back to the pres¬
sticks.
ent with another twist in the plot or
Tickets are sold out at this
a break in the fourth wall.
point, but a waitlist is available at
Furthermore, an underlying eventbrite.com.
take-home message of the produc¬
tion hits close to current questions,
but Auer does not focus solely on
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Skiing

Grossman ends
strong career
at NCAA Skiing
Championships
Bates' senior captain came in a
career-best 24th in the 15k race
NOAH LEVICK
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Competing at the national
championships is a major honor for
any college athlete; doing so fresh¬
man through senior year is an in¬
credible marker of consistency, tal¬
ent, and dedication.
Bates senior Hallie Grossman
concluded her illustrious college ca¬
reer at the NCAA Skiing Champi¬
onships last Wednesday and Friday
in Lake Placid, New York. The first
team All-Eastern region honoree
first raced in Wednesday’s 5K free¬
style. She finished 40th with a time
of 16:11.5. In a notable overlap of
star Bates skiers, Justin Easter ’03
(named by the Student last semes¬
ter as the school’s third-best athlete
ever) was one of three jury members

overseeing the event.
On Friday, Grossman finished
her career with a 24th-place showing
in the grueling 15K. Her 51:22.8
time was good for her best placing
in an NCAA race, a fabulous way
to end her eighth and final national
championship race. Grossman man¬
aged to narrowly improve upon her
25th-place performance in the same
event in 2014.
As the only Bates woman to ever
compete in NCAAs for four consec¬
utive years, Grossman has set a lofty
bar for future generations of Bobcat
skiers.

Men’s Tennis

BASKETBALL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

In the second half* Bates battled
their way back, pulling within five
with 8:19 to go. The charge was led
by none other than senior Graham
SafFord, who had left the game ear¬
lier in the half with what appeared
to be a nasty knee injury, but came
back in to try to rally the troops.
SafFord would finish with 20 points,
four steals, and four assists. But
Trinity quelled any hopes of a leg¬
endary Bobcat comeback, going on
a 10-0 run to take a 15-point lead
and put the game out of question.
“Trinity had been reliant on
their defense all year, but when we
started our run in' the second half,
it was their offense that stepped
up. They hit some transition threes
that killed our momentum. They
played , a great game,” ' said head
coach Jon Futbush, who was recent¬
ly voted Coach of the Year in the
state of Maine.
“The outcome of the game Fri¬
day was definitely a shock to us for
sure. We went into that game with
all the confidence and energy in the
world. We never lost faith until the
game was actually over,” said sopho¬
more Malcolm Delpeche, who had
16 points, four rebounds, and three
blocks in the loss.
At the end of regulation, Coach

Furbush put all four of his gradu¬
ating seniors into the game and
promptly subbed them back out,
creating an emotional moment as
they left the court for the final time
to a standing ovation from the en¬
tire Bates crowd.
“This senior class has had such
a big impact on our program and
me personally,” said Furbush. “They
are great young men who poured
everything they had into Bates Bas¬
ketball. They exemplified loyalty,
dedication, and perseverance. The
results achieved this year couldn’t
be any more deserving for Graham,
Billy, Adam, and Cam. I have so
much respect. for them, and they
will continue .to be winners in the
next chapter of their lives. These
seniors have set a high bar for the
program moving forward.”
Trinity ended up losing a 76-69
overtime affair against Babson in the
Elite Eight, ending any hopes for a
NESCAC National Champion.
The post-season awards con¬
tinued to roll in for the Bobcats as
SafFord was named Maine Player of
the Year, First Team All-Maine, and
Third Team All-Northeast Region
in addition to Furbush being named
Coach of the Year. Boornazian was
named Second Team All-Maine.
SafFord was named All-Maine for
the second year in a row while lead¬
ing the team in scoring, assists,
steals, and free-throw percentage.
The talented point guard finishes his

career as Bates’ 10th highest scorer of
all-time with 1,252 points.
The team as a whole finished
the season as the top-ranked team in
Maine with all 12 first place votes.
Rounding out the top fivfe were
Bowdoin, Husson, Colby, and St.
Joseph’s.
Friday night may have ended in
a tough loss, always a hard way to
end an incredible season no matter
the circumstance, but Friday night
was about much, much more than
just basketball. Friday night was
about the incredible progression
of this team under the direction of
Coach Furbush and this senior class.
It was about the amazing Boston
area (and beyond) alumni support
at the game, about a big screen in
commons projecting the game, and
about an immense amount of stu¬
dents making the trip down to sup¬
port the squad. Friday was about a
community coming together, from
the six-year-old son of an alumnus
leading cheers in the student section
to all of the alumni present who can
still remember the last time Bates
was in the NCAA tournament in
1961. All of us came together over
an inspired performance from a
group of guys who were just play¬
ing good basketball. The catalyzing,
magnetic nature of sport is truly in¬
credible.
ffere’s to a great season, and to
a senior class that has truly left their
mark at this school.

Softball off to a slow startSoftba"
Despite a 1-5 opening to the season, freshman Emma
Schiller (.583 batting average) and senior Kelsey
Freedman (15 strikeouts, 3*00 ERA) have shined for Bates
GERALD NELSON
STAFF WRITER

Last weekend, the softball team
started their season in Clermont,
Florida for the National Training
Center Tournament. Bates lost their
first two games last Thursday against
Wheaton College and Moravian
College.
Against Wheaton, the team lost
9-1, giving up two runs in the bot¬
tom of the second before sophomore
Maddie Inlow answered with a hit
that brought freshman Emma Schil¬
ler home from third base in the top
of the third. But Wheaton would
answer right back and not let up,
scoring two runs in the third, four
in the fourth, and one in the fifth
inning to give them the win. Junior
Marina Barsoum and Schiller both
were 1-2 on the day at bat, and se¬
nior pitcher Kelsey Freedman struck
out four batters over four innings.
In Bates’ second game of their
opening day of play, pitcher Josie
Novak arid Moravian College shut
Bates down. Novak tossed a no¬

hitter with only one walk to give the
Greyhounds a 8-0 win over Bates.
Moravian scored five runs in the
fourth and three in the fifth.
The following day, Bates
dropped another pair of games to
Coast Guard and Bethany. The team
lost a close 4-3 game against Coast
Guard. Coast Guard opened the
scoring with two runs in the first,
but Bates would fight back, scoring
single runs in the third, fourth, and
sixth innings of a competitive game.
However, Coast Guard managed an
RBI single in the bottom of the sixth
to seal the game.
In their second contest of the
day, Bates’ batting did well, pick¬
ing up nine hits in their 11-5 loss
to Bethany. Inlow had a solid game,
scoring two runs, while both fresh¬
man Victoria Fitzgerald and senior
Kira Shaikh had two hits for the
game. Bethany would take an early
lead with two runs in the first in¬
ning, but Bates tied it up in the
bottom of the second. Schiller gave
Bates the lead in the third inning
with a single and scored two batters
later off a Freedman single. The Bi-

*

sons responded with five runs in the
fourth innings, and went on to add
three more in the fifth. Senior Brenna Callahan struck out five with no
walks over four innings.
On Saturday Bates earned their
first win, 3-2, against Washing¬
ton & Jefferson. In a thriller to the
end, Bates got the victory in eight
innings. In the second inning, the
Presidents started the game off with
a solo home run from Jen Bahm,
but Bates answered quickly, as ju¬
nior Anna Berenson tied the game
by bringing Callahan home. The
game was tied until the eighth in¬
ning, when the Presidents took the
lead on a sacrifice fly. This develop¬
ment would not break Bates; junior
Karen Lockhart hit a single to bring
home Berenson for the tie. Later in
the inning, Fitzgerald hit another
single and brought in the game win¬
ning run.
Bates unfortunately lost their
second game of the day, 4-1 against
Bethel. It is still very early in the sea¬
son, so hopefully Bates will get on
track in coming weeks as they begin
play on the East Coast.

Men’s tennis takes
down MIT
Bates earned their second consecutive
win with a 6-3 triumph

JOHN NEUFELD
STAFF WRITER

Last Saturday, the Bobcat tennis
team traveled to Cambridge, Massa¬
chusetts to face the MIT Engineers.
Currently Bates is ranked 16th in the
nation and led by number one sin¬
gles seed and senior captain Pierre
Planche.
“All around we have a great
group of guys this year,” Planche
said. “Everyone from top to bottom
is not only talented, but also com¬
petes very well. We’ve been working
hard on and off the court, and if we
keep focusing on the process we can
expect to accomplish great things.”
Planche and sophomore Chris
Ellis, both All-Americans, started
at the number one doubles posi¬
tion for Bates and got the team’s first
point with an easy 8-2 victory over
MIT’s top pair. At second doubles
for Bates, senior captain Henry Lee
and sophomore Pat Ordway had a
slightly tougher match but came
away with an 8-4 win using their
typical serve and volley style of play.
At third doubles, freshmen Ben
Rosen and Josh Leiner played a hard
fought match, but the Engineers got
the better of them (5-8). After dou¬
bles, Bates had led 2-1 going into

TRACK
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Markonic, and senior captains Sarah
Fusco and Elena Jay, their overall
time of 12:01.71 helped them out¬
pace Tuffs and earn an eighth place
finish along with All-America hon¬
ors.

singles play.
Bates’ first singles point came
from sophomore Brent Feldman
at third singles, as he finished off
Kenny Gea 6-2, 6-3 in straight sets.
Rosen, playing at fourth singles,
won his match 6-4, 6-3 to give the
Bobcats a 4-1 lead overall. Ellis man¬
aged to clinch the win for Bates at
second singles, defeating Eugene Oh
6-2, 7-5 after a long second set bat¬
tle to give Bates the win. The rest of
the singles matches all went to third
sets. Shortly after Bates had clinched
the match, Planche lost in three sets
to Kevin Wang 4-6, 6-2, 6-3 and
Lee, playing at fifth singles, lost 6-2.
3-6, 10-6 in the third set tiebreaker.
Ordway, rounding out the lineup at
sixth singles, triumphed in spectacu¬
lar fashion 7-6, 6-7, 10-8 to bring
the final match score to 6-3.
Feldman commented on the
team’s performance: “Everyone
stepped up when things got tough.
The only expectations we play with
are to go out and compete on ev¬
ery point. When we do that, good
things happen.”
The men’s team next travels
to face North Carolina Wesleyan,
Mary Washington, and Johns Hop¬
kins on Thursday, Friday, and Satur¬
day respectively.

On Saturday’s day two events,
Ceesay was the only freshman that
made the trip to the NCAAs. On
the day, she placed 16th and overall,
the Bobcats scored one team point
that put them iri a ten-way tie for
58th place among the 67-point scor¬
ing teams.
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Track & Field

Lacrosse

Track and field puts
on a show at NCAAs
.

Senior Sean Enos starred for the men,
earning his sixth and seventh career
All-American honors

Allard propels men past
Trinity; Bantam women
prove too strong for ’Cats
Junior Jack Allard scored six of Bates'11 goals in their
victory over Trinity, named NESCAC Player of the Week

‘15 took third in the heptathlon

KYLE OLEHNIK
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

The mens and women’s track
and field squads have been out of
the limelight due to the recent suc¬
cesses of squash sensation Ahmed
Abdel Khalek and the men’s basket¬
ball team’s run to the Sweet Sixteen.
But Bates track has arguably been
one of the most consistent and im¬
pressive teams all season, sending a
load of athletes to North Carolina
for nationals looking to add more
hardware to the winter season shelf.
First, for the men, weight
thrower Sean Enos was the story of
day one, as he picked up his sixthcareer All-American nod, placing
fifth in the weight throw. Enos’
first All-American accolade came in
2013 (discus), followed by a quartet
of All-American honors in 2014.
The distance medley relay team
qualified behind the efforts of senior
John Stansel, but freshman Rob
Flynn had to fill in his place when
Stansel qualified for the mile final.
Flynn, junior Gregg Heller, sopho¬
more Patrick Griffin, and senior
Mark McCauley came in eighth
place for the ‘Cats with an overall
time of 10:04.73.

Continuing on the day one
action, senior Eric Wainman put
himself in excellent position in the
heptathlon heading into day two, as
he was second out of 15 participants
in the high jump and fifth in the
shot put. Teammate Stansel ran the
eighth-fastest time in the mile.
Heading into day two, Enos
again led the ’Cats, earning his
seventh career All-American honor
with his sixth-place finish in the
shot put. Wainman followed suit, as
he took third place in the heptath¬
lon, breaking his own Bates record
by 207 points. Stansel also recorded
his second career All-American hon¬
or by placing seventh in the mile.
Bates finished an outstanding
indoor season with a ninth place
finish out of 66 teams at the NCAA
Championships.
Flipping back to day one on the
women’s side, the ’Cats had their
distance medley relay squad in at¬
tendance along with their fresh¬
man triple jump participant, Sally
Ceesay. For the DMR quartet of
sophomores Jessica Wilson, Claire

See TRACK, PAGE 7

WILL CLEAVES
STAFF WRITER

We’re still waiting on both the
women and men’s teams to have an
undefeated weekend against a NECAC opponent. Bates lacrosse split
victories once again this weekend,
as the men (3-2, 1-2) grabbed their
first win in the conference and the
women (4-3, 1-2) dropped their
home opener to a notorious Trinity
team.
The women’s team was playing
catch up from the beginning. Trail¬
ing by as many as five goals in the
first half, the ’Cats clawed their way
back to cut the visitors’ lead to just
two at the half. Sitting in a 6-1 hole
half way through the first frame,
Bates remained composed, receiving
three goals from three different Bob¬

cats to enter the half trailing 6-4.
The break didn’t do anything to
slow the home team’s momentum,
as senior Emma Getsinger won
the opening draw and fed junior
attacker Alex Briody for the open¬
ing goal of the half. Trinity quickly
responded with two goals of their
own, and Bates fell back behind.
The two teams traded goals over the
next couple minutes of play, but the
’Cats couldn’t catch the Bantams.
Trinity ultimately pulled away, scor¬
ing nine second half goals to Bates’
four. Junior Hannah Jeffrey held off
the relentless attack with 11 saves,
but Trinity shot 30 times to Bates’
15. Trinity also dominated on the
ground, scooping 21 groundballs to
Bates’ seven. The women will try to
get back on track this week, visiting

Endicott on Tuesday.
Junior Jack Allard returned to
his all-star form on Saturday for
the Bates men, scoring six goals and
leading Bates to its first NESCAC
victory of the season. The attacker
has racked up ten goals in the last
two games, and he was able to frus¬
trate a Trinity defense that didn’t
look like they read the scouting re¬
port. After finding themselves in a
2-0 hole early, it could have been an¬
other nightmare game for Bates, but
senior captain Conor Henrie got the
party started in the midfield, scoring
with eight minutes left in the first.
Bates didn’t look back, and the ’Cats
took the lead on a strong individual
effort by junior Charlie Hildebrand.
The attackman caused a turnover,
scooped the ball, and put it in the
back of the net to put Bates up 3-2.
The game was knotted at six-all
at the half, but the Bantams struck
for the first goal of the half to take
back the lead. Sophomore Kyle We¬
ber wasn’t quite ready to hand it
over, as he netted his two goals in
a span of 31 seconds. And just 54
seconds after Weber’s second, soph¬
omore Andrew Melvin joined in,
netting a goal and giving the ’Cats
some breathing room at 9-7.
Bates didn’t look back, as Al¬
lard stamped out any air in a Trin¬
ity comeback. After the Bantams
cut the deficit back to two at 10-8,
Allard tallied his sixth and final goal
of the game, and it finished 11-9.
Allard earned the title of NESCAC
Men’s Lacrosse Player of the Week
for his fantastic play. Junior Joe
Faria also had nine saves for a Bates
defense that forced Trinity into 31
turnovers. The men marched into
Hartford and got their first in-con¬
ference win of the year. They’U look
to earn a second NESCAC win of
the season when they visit Williams
on Saturday.
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